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Online Training Curriculum
Ethics & Code of Conduct
Ensure Your Code of Conduct Protects Your Employees and Your Organization from Ethics
& Compliance Risk
NAVEX Global’s award-winning approach to learning brings your code of conduct to life. Our new Ethics & Code of Conduct
(ECOC) course is designed to be flexible, interactive and modern, with storylines that capture the most pressing compliance
concerns in today’s organizations.
Engage Your Learners

Endorsed by:

With engaging storylines brought to life by Hollywood actors and script writers, learners
can easily draw parallels between the course and the real-life situations they face every
day. Authored by our in-house experts and created in concert with attorneys at law firm Baker
McKenzie, this sixth-generation course represents decades of expertise and a commitment
to product innovation.
Choose Content That Meets Your Needs
Our course is modular and configurable to allow you to select the training topics most
important to you today. Choose from our 16 distinct subject areas to select what topics

In Partnership with:

to cover, how to test learner comprehension and the total length of your course.
Interactive Topic-Specific Scenarios
Placed in the position of assessing the cultural and ethical practices of true-to-life employee
interactions, your learners will be actively engaged in learning more about your code and how
it impacts your values, your business and the risk areas covered in the modules you choose.
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Custom Look & Feel
With a variety of customization options available, each course module can be tailored to
look and feel like it was created specifically for your organization. You can brand interfaces
and pages with your logo, reference your policies and incorporate introductions by your
executives to make the course even more relevant to your learners.
Innovative Learning Options
Our innovative test-out feature allows learners who can prove that they understand your
ethics and code of conduct policies to skip your more basic coursework – shortening their
in-course experience without compromising the effectiveness of your
training program.
Comply with Regulations
Our Ethics & Code of Conduct course is designed to help organizations comply with Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) directives, the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines (FSGs), Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) amendments and the Dodd-Frank Act.

Available Topics
Choose from an extensive library of ethics and compliance topics to create a truly custom course that mirrors your code of conduct.
Our modular approach allows you to create different course versions for different audiences, and refresh course content over time.
Choose from our 16 topics:
»» Anti-Bribery

»» Workplace Harassment

»» Competition Law

»» Information Security

»» Confidential Information

»» Insider Trading

»» Conflicts of Interest

»» Political Activities

»» Data Privacy

»» Protecting Our Organization’s Assets

»» Discrimination

»» Speaking for Our Organization

»» Financial Integrity

»» Working with Third Parties

»» Gifts, Entertainment and Hospitality

»» Workplace Violence & Abusive Conduct

ABOUT NAVEX GLOBAL
NAVEX Global’s comprehensive suite of ethics and compliance software, content and services helps organizations protect their people,
reputation and bottom line. Trusted by 95 of the FORTUNE 100 and more than 12,500 clients, our solutions are informed by the largest
ethics and compliance community in the world.
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